
06/01/2023 News: Daico’s New Website Is Live! 

 

Carson, California / June 01, 2023 – Daico Industries, Inc., a leading provider of IF/RF and 
Microwave Control Products, Amplifiers, and Sub-systems for the Defense Electronics, 
announced today that Daico’s new website is now live! 

The re-envisioned Daico company website, www.Daico.com, offers a state-of-the-art 
appearance in-line with a 21st century engineering company. The modernized website powered 
by WordPress provides a user-friendly experience, with mobile web browsing and a welcoming 
search management system. The host Servers are utilizing the LiquidWebs 'Server Secure' 
Program, which includes vulnerability assessment and DDoS attack protection programs, while 
using Wordfence and other tools for site standard WP security. 

Our newly customized website provides important information/resources for design engineers 
and relevant visitors. This engineering website can quickly guide a visitor to browse a particular 
offering, download a data sheet, or locate a technical narrative. The most important website 
element is the well-thought-out Homepage design which explicitly demonstrates Daico’s 
custom design capabilities and offers “Search” and “Request” abilities for visitors to interact 
with Daico regarding their specific interests. The beneficial features of the new Daico website 
are highlighted as follow: 



 The concise homepage illustrates six categories of custom products and services, where 
visitors can browse for their specific interests. The well-designed “Homepage Slider” 
demonstrates the latest innovations and new products allowing visitors to envision 
tangible benefits. 

 The “Search” and “Request” allow visitors to look for the specific requirements and to 
Request for: Information (RFI), Proposal (RFP), or Quote (RFQ). 

 The pull-down menus of “Capabilities” and “Products” are enriched with an abundant 
amount of information for the latest innovations and services while still retaining legacy 
products. Hundreds of custom products were sampled from thousands made over the 
years, compactly categorized, and sorted for efficient searchability. Visitors’ browsing 
shall promptly determine how Daico can meet their specific needs. 

 “Company” tells visitors who we are and provides a detailed company overview, while 
providing a communication platform for quality survey and career interests. 

 “Resources” provides a window for visitors to learn the latest developments, demos, 
catalog, and featured products. It also offers: capability statements, production 
processes, quality standards, white papers, etc. 

Special thanks to Regency Interactive and the Daico team! Regency demonstrated outstanding 
web design capability and utmost professionalism to make this custom website design come 
true! Daico’s team will maintain and update the newly developed website hosted by Regency. 

Daico sincerely welcomes the feedback from our customers, representatives, potential 
partners, and broad audiences. We will value your suggestions to further improve Daico’s 
website, www.Daico.com, as a beneficial media for our customers’ needs and Daico’s business 
developments. 
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